EBSB Day Celebration

EBSB day was celebrated in Sri Manakula Vinayagar Engineering College on 15th Feb 2020. In this occasion, a video clip for learning the official language (Gujarati) of the paired UT, Daman was shown to the students. Later the students practised the alphabets in Gujarati language. Also, an android application available in play store for the purpose of learning Gujarati language was also showcased to the students.

Learn Gujarati Alphabets - Learn Gujarati through English with Kaushik Lele

Source: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rHIp4uTQo-c

- The above video explains about learning the alphabets available in Gujarati language with respect to English.
- Both Consonants and vowels are depicted in the video with proper pronunciation.
Android Play store app source: 

- Gujarati words and sentences with English meanings are provided under many useful categories to Learn Spoken Gujarati from English effectively.

- To learn Spoken Gujarati from English easily, clear picture with clear audio are provided.

EBSB Club students watching the video and the android app to learn the Gujarathi Language.